From the creators of the popular Animal Ark series comes the first four Rainbow Magic books together in one special bind-up. Start from the beginning and join the sisters on their adventures. Fairyland is home to seven colourful sisters and together, they are the Rainbow Fairies! Rainbow magic books - 30 products on Joom. If you're looking for high-quality and affordable rainbow magic books - you'll find the best rainbow magic books at great prices on Joom - from 4 to 52 USD. A wide range of available colours in our catalogue: Pink, Blue, Green, Multicolor, Orange, Yellow. Only high-quality materials: Paper, Wood, Kraft paper; and popular brands: Depesche. Our advantages.Â If you're not satisfied with the quality of rainbow magic books you've received - please contact our support. We'll review the issue and make a decision about a partial or a full refund. ÂFree worldwide shipping. All products from rainbow magic books category are shipped worldwide with no additional fees. Frequently Asked Question. 💡 How to buy rainbow magic books? The Rainbow Magic book. Read 6 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Includes: - Ruby the Red Fairy - Amber the Orange Fairy - Sunny ...Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking as Want to Read: Want to Read saving...